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based (CB) DVHs which were generated using a script 
developed in R language. CB‐DVHs were reported on the 
web‐platform in order to allow centers to confront their 
results in a fast and intuitive way. 
Results 
The most relevant variations were observed for the dose 
to the PTVs and to the rectum (Fig.1 and 2). In particular, 
for the homogeneous plan, observed dose ranges were: 
PTV mean dose, 35.5‐38.4 Gy; PTV max dose, 37.3‐42.6 
Gy; rectum mean dose, 15.8‐22.3 Gy; rectum max dose, 
35.9‐39.8 Gy.  For the inhomogeneous plan, dose ranges 
were: PTV mean dose, 36.1‐37.9 Gy; PTV max dose, 51.1‐
54.1Gy; PTV‐DIL mean dose, 46.9‐50.2 Gy; PTV‐DIL max 
dose, 51.1‐54.1; rectum mean dose, 15.9 ‐ 23.6 Gy; 
rectum max dose, 37.4 ‐ 49.0 Gy. 
 

 
 

 
 
Conclusion 
A crowd‐based method was applied for exploring different 
approaches in planning a novel treatment of prostate in 
SBRT. Variation of dose distributions for targets and organs 
at risk (especially rectum) showed the need of multicenter 

comparison even among experienced centers. CB‐DVHs 
could give a fast and intuitive overview of the variability 
of planning approaches. The analysis of CB‐DVHs is 
propaedeutic for reviewing planning strategies of each 
center with the ultimate goal of uniforming treatment 
approaches in SBRT. 
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Purpose or Objective 
Deep Learning techniques have demonstrated impressive 
performance in different medical image analysis 
applications, producing more accurate segmentation 
results and exhibiting significantly better generalization 
than traditional atlas or model‐based approaches. 
In this study, we present results of training a deep neural 
network with a multi‐institutional versus a site‐specific 
dataset. This is done to evaluate the trade‐off between 
generalizability versus specificity, meaning is it better for 
an institution to use a site‐specific model or a multi‐site 
one? For this, a deep neural network was developed that 
automatically contours organs‐at‐risk on CT images for 
breast cancer radiotherapy treatments. 
Material and Methods 
CT datasets from four institutions were selected, three 
from Europe (Clinic A, B and C) and one from the U.S. 
(Clinic D). The complete dataset consisted of 380 CT 
breast scans with heterogeneous characteristics to ensure 
balance with respect to diagnosis, age and body mass 
index. All patients were scanned in the supine position and 
immobilized either with breast boards or vacuum 
cushions. Patients from Clinic A, B and C were scanned 
with both arms up instead of the traditional one arm up 
used in Clinic D.  
For each CT dataset, a team of experts reviewed the 
original contours and added missing structures to ensure 
both breasts and heart were delineated. Reviewed 
contours were used for representing the ground truth.  
Four site‐specific models were trained. Additionally, one 
model was trained using data from all clinics. The models 
were evaluated using the average surface distance and the 
dice score on the test cases from the clinic trained on and 
compared to the multi‐institutional model. 
Results 
The average surface distance of the multi‐institutional 
(blue) and the site‐specific models (red) are shown for the 
two different clinics (A and B) for the left breast (BL), the 
right breast (BR) and the Heart (H). Preliminary results 
from model C are comparable. 
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The axial slices in Figure 2 show the comparison between 
the ground truth (solid) and the model‐generated contours 
(faded) with the highest (upper) and lowest (lower) 
surface distance on the left breast among the test 
cases.  The lowest average surface distance was produced 
by the multi‐institutional model and the highest distance 
by a site‐specific model. 
 

 
 
Conclusion 

A multi‐site deep learning model for breasts and heart 
delineation was realized and compared against site‐
specific models showing that the multi‐institutional model 
performs better than the site‐specific model. Our results 
indicate that a deep learning model is able to generalize 
its output to apply to multi‐site needs by using a broader 
training dataset. With deep learning, it is possible to 
overcome the current hurdles encountered in manual 
contouring and eliminate the need of creating site‐specific 
deep learning‐based models. Taken into use, this 
technology can have a huge impact on the workload of 
clinical staff and on the standardization of care.  
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Purpose or Objective 
One challenge associated with the Elekta Unity MR‐Linac 
is to develop a robust, time‐efficient set of QC 
procedures. Accurate set‐up of QC equipment and ion 
chambers takes longer than on conventional linacs and 
therefore making use of the onboard MV imager for QA 
purposes is attractive. This work investigates the use of 
the EPID panel for daily output checks, field size QC and a 
symmetry constancy check. Data was collected over six 
months of regular QC on the pre‐clinical machine, with the 
intention of rolling out the checks on the final clinical 
version. 
Material and Methods 
Daily EPID images were acquired at the four cardinal 
gantry angles using a field size of 20x8cm. These four 
fields were always run immediately after a 1000 MU warm‐
up beam. A set of monthly images were also acquired at 
4x4cm to provide a measure of field size scaling. For the 
daily images, code was written to extract the pixel factor 
from the log file and record the mean grayscale for the 
central square of 50x50 pixels (2x2cm at the level of the 
EPID). These output values were normalised against 
isocentric Farmer chamber measurements and the 
variation between the two investigated. 
Symmetry was calculated on both axes discounting the 
penumbral region. A measure of flatness was also 
determined but, as the image is divided through by a flood 
field, this value is relative. The symmetry is also affected 
by this flood field but still gives a useful measure of 
constancy to complement periodic measurements with a 
beam profiler array.  
Field size was calculated using both the 50% method and 
the point of maximum gradient.  
Results 
A comparison of normalised EPID output measurements at 
gantry angle (GA) 90° to those acquired with a Farmer 
chamber can be seen in Figure 1. The EPID results have a 
slightly larger variation (standard deviation of 0.6% vs 0.4% 
for the Farmer) but correspond with the low‐level gradual 
trends measured using the Farmer. 
The average symmetry value at GA0 was 101.9% (SD 0.1%) 
for the cross‐plane axis and 100.8% (SD 0.2%) for the in‐
plane measurement. 
The two techniques for measuring field size produced 
slightly different results with the averages at GA0 varying 
by up to 2mm for the in‐plane field (8cm width). Both 
techniques however generated consistent results for a 
particular field size/orientation, with SD of <0.3mm for 
each set of measurements.  
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Conclusion 
The MV imager mounted on the Elekta Unity MR‐Linac is a 
fast and reliable method of measuring daily output as a 
constancy check between weekly ion chamber 
measurements. The panel is also capable of performing 
field size QC for fields up to 20x8cm and generating values 
for beam symmetry. The Unity MR‐Linac was found to be 
extremely stable for all QC parameters over a six‐month 
period. For the clinical MR‐Linac, the EPID will form a 
useful role in minimising time required for daily QC 
checks. 
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Purpose or Objective 
Large clinical efforts and substantial beam time are 
invested in patient specific verification (PSV) 
measurements for pencil beam scanning (PBS) proton 
therapy. Despite the big expenditure to conduct these 
measurements the added value to ensure the treatment 
integrity is not given without doubt. Hence, there is an 
urgent need to remove the PSV‐bottleneck in the clinical 
work‐flow, while upholding the high safety standards. 
Capabilities of current PSV methods to ensure the 
treatment integrity are investigated and compared to an 
alternative approach of reconstructing the dose directly 
from the machine control‐ or delivery log files with the 
help of an independent dose calculation (IDC) (Figure 1). 
The results from this investigation motivate the design and 
implementation of a clinical measurement free PSV 
protocol. 
 

 
 
Material and Methods 
Six realistic delivery or work‐flow failure scenarios based 
on in‐depth assessment of the clinical procedures, were 
simulated on a varying range of patients and indications. 
Examples are patching miss alignment in a large head and 

neck case or a simulation of imprecise spot positions 
during the delivery in a highly modulated IMPT plan 
surrounding the spinal cord. Investigating these scenarios 
is an important extension of the sensitivity analysis of the 
method on a single treatment field, conducted and 
published in prior. The failure simulations were realized 
by inclusion in the machine files. These altered machine 
files were delivered and measured with our clinical PSV 
measurement protocol. IDC machine‐ and log file checks 
were conducted and their sensitivity at detecting the 
errors was compared to the measurements. Further, a 
conclusive analysis of failure detection probability 
considering the whole clinical chain with measurements 
and with the alternative IDC checks was performed. 
Results 
The PSV measurements showed a poor performance in 
detecting small, but clinically relevant alterations in the 
machine file. An example dose difference, which the PSV 
measurement was not able to detect, is displayed in Figure 
2. The previously determined sensitivity of the IDC checks 
could be verified on the varying patient geometries and in 
combination the method was shown to out perform the 
measurements. The clinical PSV measurement protocol 
was able to correctly detect 2 out of 6 failure scenarios, 
while the IDC checks had a perfect detection record. The 
knowledge of the detection sensitivity and the failure 
detection probability highlighted the strengths and 
weaknesses of the investigated methods and enabled the 
definition of a new clinical measurement free PSV 
procedure. 
 

 
 
Conclusion 
Machine‐ and log‐file IDCs have been shown to represent 
a valuable and more sensitive addition to the QA 
procedure. The reported performance of the IDC yields a 
big potential for replacing PSV measurements, which 
would significantly streamline the quality assurance 
procedure. Currently in our clinic the defined 
measurement free PSV procedure is in the process of 
clinical implementation. 
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Purpose or Objective 
It is mandatory with new legislation to perform risk 
analysis in the Czech Republic to prevent accidents or to 
minimize their occurrence in radiotherapy. The failure 
modes and effects analysis (FMEA) is a recommended tool 
to fulfil this requirement.  The aim of this work was to 
estimate values of O (occurance), S (severity), D 
(detectability), and RPN for possible failures in the IMRT 
process tree; and to describe systematic national 
approach to this problem. 
Material and Methods 




